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Immersive Experiences Week 1

The World of Sales & Trading

Discover the winning trading strategies employed by the world’s top investment bankers

Learn how traders analyse volatile markets and how to understand the relationship
between breaking news and prices  

Take part in a thrilling trading competition in teams to generate the highest return on
investment

Build your own equities portfolio

Present your portfolio to hedge fund managers and get feedback on your investment

Uncovering Corporate Finance

Discover the fast-paced life of an M&A analyst at a global investment bank

Learn how to calculate the value of any business using fundamental formulae

Enter a live deal: compete to win a multi-million-pound merger and respond to live
updates from your client as the pressure mounts

Explore the high-powered world of IPOs alongside leading capital markets professionals

 

Become the Asset Manager

Demystify the lucrative hedge fund industry with senior asset management professionals

Take part in a state-of-the-art asset management simulation used by top investment
banks to recruit their traders

Compete against your peers as you manage a portfolio of global FX, commodity, equity
and bond markets

Receive personalised feedback on your performance and your ability to manage risk

Delve into private equity and learn the strategies and techniques you’ll need to excel
 

Enter the Trading Floor

InvestIN’s trading competition: trade the stock market live in a London skyscraper
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Learn the basics of fundamental and technical analysis from top traders and hear all
about their best million dollar trades 

Put the trading strategies and analysis you learnt into practice as you race against your
peers to navigate the market and generate a profit

Receive personalised feedback on your performance from traders who work for the
world’s leading investment banks
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Immersive Experiences Week 2

Advanced Trading Strategies

Gain private access to a state-of-the-art trading floor in the City

Build on the trading analysis skills you have developed so far and learn advanced
trading strategies that will set you apart from the rest

Put your strategies into practice on your very own live trading account 

Receive feedback on your performance from top-level traders

Venture Capital & Private Equity

Discover how venture capital firms invest in high-growth start-up businesses that can
become the next multi-billion-dollar tech giants

Learn how private equity firms drive profits 

Design your own start-up business

Pitch your idea to venture capitalists and get their feedback

ESG & Ethical Investing

Learn about the growing interest in Environmental, Social and Governance factors in our
rapidly changing world 

Understand how to invest responsibly and generate returns

Crypto in Crisis?

Hear from senior bankers trading crypto at traditional investment banks 

Debate the future of finance
 

The Fintech Forum

Discover the exciting field of financial technology as you as you hear from a range of
Fintech experts

Compete in teams to come up with the next pioneering fintech company
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Collaborate with entrepreneurs and software engineers and assign project roles that
reflect your areas of expertise

Display your team’s project at an exclusive Fintech fair attended by industry-leading
professionals and get feedback on your work

Networking Event with Top Investment Bankers

Take part in a private networking session with top investment bankers across all sectors

Put your newfound knowledge to the test

Have your burning questions answered by those in the know

Receive valuable advice from experts in the field

Career Coaching

Receive personalised coaching on how to succeed in your journey to becoming a top
banker.

A roadmap to success: explore the major milestones on the road to landing your dream
job 

Understand what it takes to secure spring weeks, internships, and convert them into
grad scheme offers

Take part in an assessment centre similar to one used by top 10 banks and a mock
Spring Week interview with recruitment professionals

Eye-catching extracurriculars: using extracurricular activities to stand out from the crowd
and develop important skills for a career in investment banking 

Impactful work experience: learn the importance of securing relevant work experience
and making the most of any opportunities  

Learn how to connect breaking news stories to market price movements and undertake
a mock Spring Week interview task


